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DIGITAL MEDIA – GENERAL


*Weishar, Peter, Digital Space: Designing Virtual Environments, NA2728 .W43 1998: Oriented towards creating virtual sets for the entertainment industry, this book is filled with useful how-to tips and tricks for 3D modeling and rendering.

DIGITAL MEDIA - ARCHITECTURAL
Association for Computer Aided Design in Architecture (ACADIA) conference proceedings: Papers present digital media theory, tool developments, teaching and practice applications. (see CUMINCAD paper index: http://cumincad.scix.net for latest)


Oosterhuis, Kas. Hyperbodies: toward an e-motive architecture. NA2728 .O6713 2003 Responsive architecture
DIGITAL MEDIA - ARCHITECTURAL FABRICATION

Aranda, Benjamin & Chris Lasch, Tooling, AAA NA2728 .A58 2006  Explains how algorithms can create interesting form.


Neumann, Oliver & Philip Beesley, Futurewood : innovation in building design and construction, Riverside Architectural Press, 2007


Stacey, Michael, Digital Fabricators. TH1095 .D54 2004

DESIGN PROCESS, VISUALIZATION & COGNITION


DESIGN DRAWING


DIAGRAMMING

White, Edward T., Site analysis : diagramming information for architectural design / NA2540.5.W48 1983. What information to seek, how to record and analyze it, how to use it for design.